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Waterloo Road Series 5 Advert Preview

The advert for Waterloo Road's 5th Series

Christopher Mead I'm Karen yes we need quick word with you yes come in my office Christopher mead what is going on its your girlfriend LIZZIE KERR down straight why because she in

big trouble right think we have to go to her house yes getting in car let`s go to 46 tulle street Greystone road WARWICK road C A 1 2 b a CUMBRIA Carlisle come upstairs into my

bedroom LIZZIE KERR yes who is it your girlfriend Karen fisher and I brought over Christopher mead form waterloo road can you let us in please yes its open oh my god LIZZIE KERR tell

me what happening to you who did this to you Charlie fisher his assaulted me how he do that to you because he was snap my face and eyes right let me getting your bags packed come

with us this weekend yes please getting in car right Christopher mead can you diver yes I have to sit next to my girlfriend yes I cause you can right its or right we will getting there in time

ok yes or right we will be with you okay yes madam right here we are at waterloo road or right let me getting your bags with me come with me yes take you inside let me taken you into my

office yes just go through yes in you go thanks you welcome let me closed door locked right let me closed curtains over right let put candles on its ready now yes switch light off yes its

does to me do you want me get you hundred over my desk oh yes babe I love to or right then less getting it started now yes or right do you want to try kiss me right now yes babe taken

our clothes off oh yes darling I love too settled time with you yes we can do if you want to take our clothes off yes take taken our bra of oh yes babe I love to kissing your boobs oh yes

darling I love to touch me my boobs yes I love to be with you yes I do love you so much loved you 6 years yes we do you and me we`re secret engagement 6 years yes we are secret

engagement 6 years yes we do always love you I'm so happy with you and me too my darling yes I thinking you should go out with me on date yes please I love to going on date with you

and me too look forward to it we`re happy together yes me too I understand me shall trust you yes we do keep you with me this weekend I be thinking would we settled time with you at

your places please yes I cause you can my darling just so happy together yes we are very happy together yes we should do suddenly Karen fisher your girlfriend LIZZIE KERR down

straight p s will you marrying me yes I will marrying you then arrangement wedding for us together we have to do this for us

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Air Date Edit

The airdate was expected to be in September, before 28th October was confirmed. The first episode was shown on the 25th October in Scotland. The first ten episodes will run until

December 30th. After this, there will be a break. Assuming the date will be the same length as the previous 2 mid-season breaks (one from March 1 - 29, 2007 in Series 2, and another

from December 13, 2007 - January 10, 2008 in Series 3), episodes 11 - 20 should run from January 27, 2010 - March 31, 2010. However, the break could be shorter than 4 weeks.

Reminder: Series 5 of Waterloo Road begins on BBC ONE, Wednesday 28th October 2009, and will be availabe for several weeks afterwards on the BBC iPlayer.

Series Spoilers Edit

Once again, SPOILERS are in this next section.

These are just other scraps of information from which you cand draw your own conclusions.

Kim Campbell's office as Head of Pastoral Care will be heavily featured in the next series.

The Sixth Form Common Room will alse be heavily featured.

Rachel was still the Head Teacher in the last episode of the series, but won't be in Series 6 Episode 1.

Bolton Smilie is accused of rape in episode two.

The front of the school has been rebuilt (see the background of the first image below)

Images Edit

These images are fromwww.waterlooroadtv.co.uk
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External Links Edit

http://www.waterlooroadtv.co.uk  - an excellent fan site

http://www.waterlooroad.co.uk  - the official site
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